AIRSHIP
The airship makes it possible to perform its mission autonomously, i.e. observe, compare, report, explore areas
of interest and make video recordings or a live broadcast, both during the day and at night by means of a thermal imaging camera or night vision. The airship can also be used for inhabited areas and observation from a
considerable distance as its optical zoom is highly efficient for zooming in on the object of interest.
It is a typical SMART project that is intended primarily for security and army forces, the integrated rescue
system, observation of the efficiency of traffic and other interest observation such as border guarding, policing
of mass sporting or cultural events and, last but not least, as part of securing the required perimeter of an area,
within long-term operation.
The technological solution has been developed in connection with
innovative research and development with many years’ practice
including the possibility of varied substitution of the components
according to requirements, from emission measurement, monitoring of areas, threat identification, SMART interconnection with the
client’s ecosystem and timely warning in the event of large-scale
accidents or disasters. Last but not least, it is financially more advantageous than using a helicopter.

Main benefits of the airship
Noiseless operation
At night: operation with stroboscopes or without
lights and stroboscope, i.e. maximally undercover
Endu
Endurance
depending on the climate and weather and
manner of flight up to 8 hours
Parallel charging of batteries in an external charging
briefcase, possibility of quick replacement of batteries and further continuation in the mission
Maximum speed 55 km/h
High-quality monitoring systems intended for both
day and night up to a distance of 8 km
Automated flight or active control by a pilot

Minimal loss of helium, the airship can be transported in
a ready (inflated) state in a specially adapted container
on a truck and afterwards launched on the required
mission
Certification within the Civil Aviation Authority of the
Czech Republic
Quality additional services provided for possibilities of
connecting it to the client’s overall IT ecosystem
Financial efficiency of operation and purchase
Encrypted communication for control
Automatic return to the takeoff point
Maximum technology, load lifting capacity of up to 20 kg
Maximum flight level of 1,600 metres
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Parameters of the airship
Airship + batteries weight

25.5 + 4.34

Maximum permitted volume of ballonet

6.5 m3

Max. fuselage volume at excess pressure

150 Pa - 44 m3

Equipment/load lifting capacity

20 kg

Min. fuselage volume with full ballonet

38.5 m3

Maximum flight level

1,600 metres

Length

12.0 m

Maximum speed

55 Km/h

Max. diameter

2.48 m

Optimum operating speed

35 Km/h

Surface area

81.34 m2

up to 8 hours

Standa volume
Standard

44.4 m3

Endurance depending on the climate
and weather and manner of flight
Possibility of attaching

up to 4 battery
boxes to the airship

Airship control
Control of the airship can be performed through an external separate control briefcase, or through an intelligent control
unit built into the required vehicle. The control system is developed software for controlling airships.

Batteries
External charging of battery boxes takes place through an external separate charging briefcase. So, further batteries
can be charged during flight of the airship and, after it lands, quickly and securely replaced for used batteries that can
be charged repeatedly.

Communication
Communication of the airship takes
ta
place by means of specially developed communications hardware that encrypts
complete communication to prevent airship control from being hacked and taken over by an undesirable person, or
prevent video broadcasts from being misused. That’s why the communications system encrypts all communication,
both separate control of the airship and relevant video signals from the camera. This communications system is a
device certified by NATO that meets applicable security standards. In case of any failure, the airship control is protected by another communications system that serves as a safety communications system, or it can serve as the primary
encrypted but does not fulfil NATO certifications.
one; this system is also enc

Camera
More camera types can be placed on the airship but always such types that fulfil required technological parameters.
Mo
These are primarily cameras of a type featuring a viewing angle of 360 degrees with a 30-times optical zoom, thermal
imaging camera and night vision camera, everything with image stabilisation. It is also possible to use a camera with
integrated laser for guidance and distance identification. In addition, it is possible to detect the movement of required
persons or vehicles, to a distance of up to 8 km. A camera operator can control the camera either within a separate
operator’s briefcase, or the signal can be integrated into the client’s control centre.

Terrestrial station
The airship pilot and camera operator work entirely independently of each other. That’s why the airship pilot can be at
one required location and camera operator at another location at one point in time. The control system can take the
form of separate external control briefcases or it can be integrated into a built-in unit in the vehicle, or connected to the
client’s control centre.
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